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Abstract. The squeezing flow geometry is here used to investigate the properties of concentrated suspensions. The suspensions consist in idealized system of smooth hard spheres dispersed in a yield stress colloidal gel. During the squeezing action, the material structure evolves with energy variation due to particle displacement and interaction. The goal of our study is to evaluate the energy evolution from a Fourier analysis as a function of solid volume fraction and compression velocity.
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INTRODUCTION

Industrial and natural materials mainly consist in particles (fiber, solid or soft elements) in a suspended fluid. So, such suspensions are largely investigated due to their practical interest and application. Squeeze flow is now a commonly used technique in rheometry, as shown the recent review of [1]. Such geometry is presently used to investigate the flowing behavior of particles in suspension from an energetic point of view. Actually, following the size and volume fraction of particles, the suspension behaves as a homogeneous yield stress fluid to a lubricated or granular media [2]. During the squeezing, the material structure may evolve with energy variation, which is due to particle displacement, interaction and collision. This is the aim here to evaluate such a phenomenon from an idealized system of spheres dispersed in a yield stress material. We focus in particular on the influence of particle concentration and compression speed of squeezing movement.

MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTS

The suspensions consist of hard glass spherical particles (1mm in diameter) dispersed in a colloidal gel. Gel composition and density, particles properties as well suspension preparation are detailed in [3]. It is worth noting that rheometric experiments have shown that the gel behaves as a yield stress fluid, which can be well modeled with an Herschel-Bulkley constitutive equation [3]. The volume fraction of the suspensions investigated ranges from 48.5% to packing value.

The suspensions are squeezed out between two plates (50 mm in diameter) with roughened surfaces to avoid slippage. Squeezing experiments were carried out with a texture analyzer [4] in both constant area geometry and compression speed. The initial gap between the plates is 15mm before the squeezing action. Squeeze force and sample gap are recorded during tests for two fixed compression speeds: 0.1 and 8 mm/s. Typical squeeze flow curves are depicted in figure 1. This clearly shows the test beginning at low sample gap with a compaction phase, then the suspensions flow as the squeeze force increase. As expected also, the sample gap at high compression force depends on particle concentration. It is also shown three distinct behaviors for the suspensions. The lower concentrated suspension behaves as the suspended fluid. The three highly concentrated suspensions behave similarly. The transition is obtained for the suspension with dense random packing value [5].
FIGURE 1. Squeeze force versus sample gap plate radius ratio – influence of particle concentration for a 8mm/s compression speed.

THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It is assumed that the squeeze force, denoted $F$, is decomposed into successive windowed signals of duration $T$. Each of these signals is a linear combination of fluctuating and average components, respectively denoted $\bar{F}$ and $F'$ (see eq. 1). Moreover, we consider the average component as a linear function of time.

$$F(t) = \bar{F}(t) + F'(t) \quad \text{with} \quad \bar{F}' = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} F' \, dt = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \omega = 2\pi / T \quad \text{(1)}$$

In the following, the power spectrum density, PSD, is used as an indicator of energy variation in the flowing suspension. PSD is defined as the magnitude modulus of the Fast Fourier Transform of $F'$, as shown equation (2). This allows the energy variation to be evaluated in the frequency domain.

$$PSD = \|FFT(F')\| \quad \text{with} \quad FFT(F') = \int_{0}^{T} F'(t) e^{-j\omega t} \, dt \quad \text{(2)}$$

Such an analysis requires first an appropriate choice of $T$. Comparison of different values of this parameter was done in [3]. It was shown that a 256 points value is optimal in terms of frequency domain and PSD values and shape. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the fluctuating force component is very sensitive to particle interaction and collision. Finally, energy contribution linked to the drive motor and compression speed effect was shown to be predominant at high frequency value, with energy peaks at 40, 80 and 120 Hz [3]. This allows distinguishing the energy contribution due to the instrument and the one linked to squeezed material, as shown figure 2. As the compression force increases, the PSD value increases and is enlarged, with complex spectrum at low frequency.

FIGURE 2. Evolution of PSD among frequency for the 48.5% suspension when plates are close. Color line corresponds to PSD of windowed fluctuating force signal.
To make clearer our analysis, an average value of PSD, $PSD_a$, was considered to evaluate the influence of particle concentration and compression speed. It corresponds to the area of PSD curve for the frequency range divided by the half of sampling rate, $f_{max}$. Its evolution is expressed against an average sample height value, $h_a$.

$$PSD_a = \frac{1}{f_{max}} \int_0^{f_{max}} PSD(f)df$$  (3)

In figure 3, we report the results obtained with the suspensions, varying the particle concentration and the compression speed. As a result, the following remarks can be made.

For both compression speeds, the $PSD_a$ increases as the sample gap decreases. This was expected as sample gap reduction induces particle movement and interaction.

The energy dissipation is quite similar for the higher concentrated suspensions. Energy dissipates by the lower concentrated suspension is very similar to the one of gel because this suspension is very dilute. The lower concentrated are the suspensions, the higher is the final sample gap.

It should be noted that energy dissipation may be similar for the different suspensions, but it was obtained for various sample gap.

The global evolution of $PSD_a$ value does not depend on compression velocity. However, the effect of compression velocity is the following. The $PSD_a$ is lower with 0.1 mm/s compression speed. With this velocity, particles move slowly, from rearrangement and lubricated contact rather than with collision and forced contact as obtained with high compression speed.

![FIGURE 3. Energy evolution with PSDa indicator against average sample height. (a) influence of particle concentration at 8mm/s compression speed ; (b) influence of particle concentration at 0.1mm/s compression speed](image)
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